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Introduction 

A moleculare wire contains a single molecule or a group of molecules which is bridged 

between two electron reservoirs such as metallic electrodes. It is clear that the most 

important condition to select a molecule as a moleculare wire, is its ability to conduct 

holes or electrons in order to carry electrical current through the circuit, and to provide a 

pathway for the transport of electrons from one electrod to another electrode 

.therfore, among the complicated inorganic complexes and long organic chains, 

aromatic rings are labled the best choice. 

In this study, we investigate the electron transport properties of thiophen- bithiol based 

molecular wires through atomic metal-thiophen-metal systems using the first principle 

methods.Varius metal-thiophen-metal atomic systems are constructed with different end 

atoms(S, Se, and Te). The electron transport of the atomic system is systematically studied 

by analyses of transmition function, Density of States (DOS) and current-voltage 

characteristics of the systems. The effects of the thiophen geometry in terms of end atom 

and position (hollow, bridge, on top) are highlighted. 
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Theory 
 

Thiophen bithiol (TBT) based moleculare wires are modelled with atomic metal- 

thiophen-metal systems, which are constructed by sandwiching the thiophen bithiol to 

two metal electrodes. The thiophen bithiol is connected to metal surface via different 

terminal groups which play an important role in the systems.the terminal groups are 

located at different position of metal surface. Figure 1 shows the schematic of a metal- 

thiophen-metal atomic system by sandwiching a thiophen bithiol to two Au electrodes 

through terminal group sulphur(S). 



 

 

The metal-molecul-metal systems are investigated using self-consistent DFT and non-

equlibriume Green’s function (NEGF) method. with this method, the system is 

approximated by a finite structure confined in adevice region which includes the thiophen 

bithiol, the terminal groups and som metal electrode atomes.the effects from semi-infinite 

metal electrodes on the device region are considered through self- energy,which can be 

viewed as effect hamiltonian that arise from the coupling of the device region with the 

electrodes. NEGF is used to calculate the charge transfer for the system. The landauer 

formula is used to cacculate the current flowing through the device region. 

 
 

Results and Discussion 
 

In the reference device structure,the molecule forms symetric contact with two semi- 

infinet gold<111> electrodes seperated by distance 10 A0 ,and molecule sites on top of 

triangular gold pad(see figure1).The end atom-metal surface is different atom(S, Se, 

Te).we first consider the effect on current transport from different end atom in Thiophen 

Bithiol(TBT). 

The calculated Transmission versus Energy (T-E) chracteristics and the DOS for 

equlibrium moleculare junction are shown in figure 2.In this paper, the transmission 

characteristicat zero biasT(E,V=0) is used to illastrate the the the “band” lineup for the 

equlibrium moleculare junction.The HOMO level of thiophen with S end atom and with 

tha end hydrogen atom removed is 0.7eV lower than the fermi level of Au electrode. 

In common sence, the transmission peaks height is mainly determined byorbital 

delocalisation. 

Fig.2 illustrates the spatial distribution of the HOMO and LUMO of TBT at zero bias. 

It can be seen that both the HOMO and LUMO of the molecule are fully delocalised and 

provide agood channel for the electron transfer, leading to the high HOMO and LUMO 

resonance peaks as shown in figure3. 

The transmission around the HOMO at the S end is larger than that of Te. This can be 

atributed to the difference in MO coefficients.The calculated T(Eƒ) values are 0.302, 

0.378, 0.9619 for S, Se, Te, respectively. One can obtain a large transmission coefficient 

when the product of MO coefficient on the two atoms connected to electrodes in the 

HOMO is different in sign from that in the LUMO.However, the MO coefficient on the 

two sulfur atoms are the same in sign between the HOMO and LUMO of TBT.in contrast, 

the HOMO and LUMO of Te end atom satisfy the necessary condition of MO coefficients 

for large transmission, as shown in figure3a. 



 

 

Transmission function in sulfur end atom above the fermi level is large and broad; this 

can be atributed to beter overlap of atomic orbitals of sulfur and gold elctrode. 

Density of states (DOS) spectra for the TBT with different end atom is depicted in 

Figure 3b. From this figure, it is concluded that calculated DOS spectra are approximately 

same for the three end atoms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Schematics of a molecular wire (metal-thiophen-metal) system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure2. partial distribution of fronter molecular orbita of TBT: left(HOMO) and right(LUMO).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.calculated transmission spectra and DOS spectra of molecule with different end atom 

between two gold electrod. 
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